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1 Introduction 

Telecom evolution has been constantly driven by the ever-increasing demands of people, 

organization as well as society on information exchange and transmission, from analog telephone 

(2G), digital voice (3G) to mobile data (4G). In the dawn of 5G era, the trend of digital 

transformation is surfacing to drive the convergence of information communication technology 

and operation technology and more business growth opportunities in various industry segments. 

This calls for a next-generation network fabrics extending from interconnecting people to 

communicating a diverse multitude of machine-type devices in factories, power plants, 

warehouses, hospitals, stadiums and airports etc.  

Along with the vast increase in connectivity and capacity comes new requirements for provisioning 

network as a service (NaaS) to mobile subscribers and industry customers with specialized 

demands on networking functionalities, service flexibility & scalability, operation independence 

and transmission security. Under this context, network slicing (NS) is introduced to provide 

customized and dedicated network services for vastly different industries running on shared 

physical infrastructure. It transforms the monolithic 4G systems to 5G network characterized with 

customization on functions, securities & resource isolation and optimized topology to serve a 

particular purpose, a service category or even individual customers [1]. 

Network slice service is expected to be offered with a set of contractual service terms agreed 

between NS service providers, e.g., operators, and slice customers, e.g., content providers using 

NS for streaming. This way slicing services can be made available to 5G users, especially those from 

industry verticals, with well managed quality. The so called Service Level Agreement (SLA) contains 

the slice arrangement regarding the types of services offered, the area and time where the slices 

served and the level of services to deliver, etc. SLA regulates service provisioning and heavily 

influences the business model and pricing schemes for network slice [2].  

 

Figure 1. Current status for network slice 

As shown in Figure 1, the current slice discussion in the 5G system (5GS) mainly focuses on slice 

creation and initial configuration. To make it function well, more efforts are call on to shed new 

light on how slice SLA could be derived, implemented and governed to deliver the services that 

slice users desire. 
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In this paper, we present a holistic approach to guarantee the SLA of network slices as the 

foundation of the service offering. In Section 2, we offer a user-oriented interpretation of SLA, and 

analyze why 4G QoS mechanism fall short of providing sufficient assurance for slice SLA. In 

response to the challenge, a close-loop SLA governance scheme is introduced in Section 3 to 

ensure end-to-end service delivery for network slices, facilitated by mining the data analytics of 

slice user service measurements and network parameters. Firstly two outstanding issues in 

measuring up slice SLA are raised in Section 3.2.1, followed by corresponding solutions in Section 

3.2.2 and Section 3.2.3, respectively. Business opportunities arising from the proposed SLA 

assurance scheme are then discussed in Section 4. Related standardization progress as well as 

industry promotion strategies are presented in Section 5, followed by conclusions and 

recommendations in the final section. 

2 General Challenges for Slice SLA/QoE Control 

In this section, we firstly visit the concept of slice SLA and slice Quality of Experience (QoE) from 

application service provider (ASP) or slice tenant perspective, and analyze outstanding challenges 

that stands in the way of guaranteeing slice SLA with 4G QoS methods. 

2.1 What slice SLA/QoE is 

Table 1 shows a list of slice service level requirements (SLR) that have been defined in the current 

3GPP specification TS 28.541 [5]. 

Table 1: Slice SLA Requirements from Tenant 

Attribute name Documentation and Allowed Values 

sNSSAIList This parameter specifies the S-NSSAI list to be supported by the new NSI to be 

created or the existing NSI to be re-used. 

pLMNIdList List of unique identities for PLMN. 

maxNumberofUEs An attribute specifies the maximum number of UEs may simultaneously access 

the network slice instance. 

coverageAreaTAList An attribute specifies a list of <TrackingArea> where the NSI can be selected. 

latency An attribute specifies the packet transmission latency (millisecond) through the 

RAN, CN, and TN part of 5G network and is used to evaluate utilization 

performance of the end-to-end network slice instance. 

uEMobilityLevel An attribute specifies the mobility level of UE accessing the network slice 

instance. 

resourceSharingLevel An attribute specifies whether the resources to be allocated to the network slice 

instance may be shared with another network slice instance(s). 

The slice SLA could be monitored and evaluated by the Slice Manager based on the Network Slice 

KPIs (such as Virtualized resource usage measurement, Registered Subscribers of Network and 

Network Slice Instance, End-to-end Latency of 5G Network, Upstream or Downstream Throughput 

for Network and Network Slice Instance, etc.), which means the Slice Manager itself could evaluate 

the slice SLA fulfilment i.e. whether the slice SLA requirements are fulfilled or not. 
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Furthermore, when the slice SLA could not be guaranteed, the Slice Manager could also determine 

the cause domain such as CN, RAN or TN. 

In addition to end-to-end SLA assurance, slice service quality should also be monitored and 

managed more dynamically and with finer granularity at QoE level, with relevant capability being 

developed in 5G network control plane. Notwithstanding no global consensus is reached on what 

slice quality of experience (QoE) would entail, we propose to take a first flavor of it by visiting what 

the end user of the slice service, i.e. ASP, mostly care about. In general, ASPs rely on a plethora of 

QoE requirements to measure the perceived service quality, including but not limited to:  

 Network Area of the ASP, 

 Average Service mean opinion score (MOS) (i.e. service experience) per application,  

 Percentage of user Service MOS satisfied, e.g. 90% of users getting and exceeding the 

stipulated Service MOS value. 

In order to obtain the Average Service MOS and the Percentage of user Service MOS satisfaction, 

ASPs need to measure Service MOS for individual users by taking into account network attributes 

with proper weights, e.g., upload/download capacity, jitter, maximum latency allowed and 

network availability and the dedicated service characteristics. Service MOS structures associated 

with different slice applications are dominated by one or more network characteristics that most 

influence the very service delivery, and therefore distinctive from each other. From a game 

developer/publisher perspective, service MOS of different game slice categories can also be 

drastically different.    

− User experience of cloud games is found to be heavily depending on user bandwidth, such 

that a constrained service data rate usually results in a plummet in service MOS; 

− Multi-player games are typically latency-sensitive, leading to a service MOS design with 

preferred score for low transmission delay; 

− eSport, besides low latency and high reliability, in their service MOS model takes into very 

serious consideration of user experience uniformity to ensure players are always competing 

on an equal footing.         

Please note in the value chain of network slice, ASPs as the end user should be the one to generate 

the most accurate assessment of QoE. In addition, in most practical cases, they only trust their 

own service MOS measurements based on the belief that only ASPs themselves well understand 

the service logic.  

The above-mentioned Slice QoE requirement is what ASP mostly care about and regarded as 

essential benchmark for slice SLA Requirements. As a result, both Slice QoE requirement and Slice 

QoE statistics, e.g., average service MOS, are critical factors to account for in slice SLA definition 

and governance, and should be made available to future SLA assurance frameworks. 

2.2 5G Slice VS Quality of Service (QoS) 

One could argue that operators may not necessarily rely on 5G slice technologies to guarantee the 

QoE requirement from ASP if 4G Quality of Service (QoS) mechanism or its enhancement is 
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employed. In this section, we take a close look at 4G QoS design principle, and demonstrate some 

fundamental limitations that prevent it from performing effectively in separating network 

resource among co-existing slices or adapting to temporal and geographical variation in slice 

services. All these drawbacks lead to under-performed SLA for 5G users. 

Firstly, 4G traffic flow is usually assigned a QoS value that corresponds to its scheduling priority. 

That is, service streams with higher QoS priority get more scheduling opportunities than their low-

priority counterparts, and therefore are more protected. However, the QoS flow priority is a 

relative index with a design principle of not starving the QoS flows with lower priority, even in case 

of severe transport congestion. In other words, radio resource is shared between different QoS 

flows and those with higher priority cannot preempt the radio resource of the one with lower 

priority. Consequently, it is difficult to reserve the radio resource needed to perform the QoE 

required by premium ASPs. 

Secondly, two different ASPs hosting the same type of applications may be allocated with the same 

QoS priority and hence the equal amount of scheduler radio resource, even though the  

transported applications belong to different ASPs with very different QoE requirements. For 

example, consider both a commercial 5G user and a public safety user have voice applications, 

with conventional QoS control the 5G system is to allocate the same 5QI to both voice applications, 

and treat them equally disregard the service provisioning for the latter should be more protected, 

especially in emergency crisis and disaster relief scenarios. 

Last but not the least, QoS priority is a global, static control parameter that is set up in the QoS 

flow establishment phase. It is not subject to modification throughout the QoS flow lifecycle, nor 

it is adapted to the geographical difference in served users and traffics. In case there is a temporal 

variation or geographic differentiation in served users, hosted applications or underlying 

radio/transport/core networks, 4G QoS control would be unable to respond and fail to satisfy ASP 

requirements. 

Based on the above observations, we propose to take a holistic approach and address the 5G 

customer demands with network slicing and advanced SLA governance. 

3 Data Analytics based SLA Governance  

Understanding the critical value of QoE and SLA analytics in slice service control, we present a data 

analytics-based SLA governance architecture in this section to ensure end-to-end slice service 

delivery. Since ASPs generate the most accurate service MOS, those data together with the service 

QoE requirements are exposed to operators, allowing the proposed scheme to optimize slice 

operation with the intelligence that Artificial Intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) 

technologies are able to generate based on slice data analytics.  

The proposed SLA scheme consists of two basic frameworks for service MOS model training and 

SLA assurance, which are elaborated in following subsections, respectively. 
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3.1 Service MOS Model Training Framework  

 

Figure 2: Service MOS model training framework 

As shown in Figure 2, a Service MOS Model (SMM) can be trained by the Network Data Analytics 

Function (NWDAF) as defined in TS 23.501 [3] and TS 23.288 [4] for a given application by the ASPs.  

Firstly, the NWDAF serves as the main data collection point to receive and store the service MOS 

data per application from ASP or slice tenant, and the network data from Slice Manager and core 

network corresponding to the concerned application. Data coming from Slice Manager, i.e. OAM 

(Operation, Administration and Maintenance) data may include the UE level Minimization of Drive 

Test (MDT) data , Network Function (NF) performance measurement data and network level KPI 

data, and inputs from slice core network can be non-OAM data at QoS flow level, UE level or even 

application level. 

Introduction of service MOS measurements by slice tenants adds great insights to slice operation, 

and thus plays a critical role in slice management/control in many ways. Ideally, service MOS 

perceived by verticals/3rd parties should match closely with the QoE analytics rendered by slice 

service providers, indicating a favorable equilibrium between performance and cost, a win-win 

outcome for both parties. Otherwise, some judicious actions would be called on to improve the 

situation. 

With abundant service MOS and network data in place, NWDAF is able to utilize advanced AI/ML 

algorithms to train the specific SMM for the given application. The SMM correlates the service 

provisioning level perceived by verticals/3rd parties with OAM & QoS flow data from slice networks, 

and provides slice service providers great visibility on the expected service qualities resulting from 

the implemented slice configurations and control measures.  

It is noted SMM characteristics depend on operation and business patterns of concerned industry 

segments and slice users, and can be drastically different. Therefore, it should be trained and 

honed for every slice customer to capture the unique attributes that may influence slice service 

delivery. In a dynamic business environment, SMM may change over time or vary across serving 

areas. Therefore, it should be continuously tuned and reinforced with new data analytics from slice 

tenants and the networks hosting slice applications to stay relevant.  
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3.2 Slice SLA Guarantee Framework  

Even though slice resource is well planned at service initiation, it does not guarantee fully managed 

service quality throughout the slice lifetime. Variation in radio link condition, geographic 

asymmetry in service load and entering or exiting of slice service users may all cause fluctuation in 

slice service provisioning. As a result, the SLA quality cannot be guaranteed without constant 

monitoring and control of slice sub-segments across access network (AN), core network (CN) and 

transmission network (TN) domains during the run-time. 

Due to the wide adoption of NFV/SDN technologies, 5G CN and TN will be typically virtualized to 

equip slices with dedicated resources, which lend themselves to easy slice run-time optimization 

for SLA. On the other hand, resource in RAN regime (e.g. radio spectrum or physical resource block 

(PRB)) is often allocated on a shared basis and thus posing as the bottleneck for slice adaption. For 

example, it is understood that many slices may operate on carriers’ spectrum, as few industries 

are able to get hold of exclusive spectrum usage. It is very challenging to allocate proper amount 

of radio spectrum or scheduling PRBs to satisfy SLA of a particular slice while not compromising 

other slices in operation.  

In this section, we firstly raise two problems in guaranteeing and then propose corresponding 

solutions i.e. enabling slice RAN sub-segment adaption and slice reconfiguration by effectively 

exploiting slice user experience analytics. 

3.2.1 Two Problems in Slice SLA Assurance 

 1st Problem: How Slice Manager update Slice Resource Configuration 

 

Figure 3: Initial slice configuration based on SLA requirement 

As shown in Figure 3, assume there is an existing slice in service with signed SLA. For operators to 

properly design and initiate a new slice service, ASP needs to furnish a set of Tenant SLA 

Requirements (as defined in Table 1) to the Slice Manager. Note the new slice rollout should avoid 

impact the existing slice SLA. Slice Manager is then able to digest the SLA profile to understand the 

corresponding network functionalities needed to fulfill the specific requirements, decompose 

them into resource configurations per technology domain, i.e. RAN, CN and TN, and map them to 
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the corresponding infrastructure. It is acknowledged the concerned interfaces and processes are 

the responsibilities of 3GPP SA5 working group. 

The new slice level resource configuration instructed for the RAN domain could be of a very wide 

range e.g. [15%, 70%]. As shown in Figure 4, during the slice creation phase, the slice RAN sub-

segment is initially configured with Guaranteed Slice Radio Resource (GSRR) and Maximum Slice 

Radio Resource (MSRR) by the Slice Manager for the new slice, which is similar to the Guaranteed 

Flow Bit Rate (GFBR) and Maximum Flow Bit Rate (MFBR) per QoS flow.  

NOTE: The GSRR denotes the Radio Resource guaranteed to the new slice, while MSRR puts a 

cap limit on the Radio Resource consumed by the slice to avoid excess radio resource 

consumption. It is therefore critical to figure out the appropriate GSRR and MSRR to keep 

up the overall slice SLA while sustaining the user QoE during the run time.   

Usually, the initial resource configuration is obtained from the assessment conducted for deployed 

services of similar kind and/or performed in the trial phase, therefore may not fulfill SLA 

requirement. It is then desirable the Slice Manager to adjust the configuration throughout the slice 

lifecycle. However, at the moment, it is unclear that how the Slice Manager updates the slice 

resource configuration. 

 2nd Problem: How RAN schedule proper radio resource to meet new slice QoE requirement 

 

Figure 4: Slice QoE requirement generation and transfer  

As shown in Figure 4, the ASP firstly provides the new slice QoE requirement to the core network. 

The QoE information complements SLA inputs shown in Figure 3 to help manage the slice of 

interest.  

The open issue is how slice network, in particular, RAN sub-segment properly improves scheduling 

within the configured slice resource range [GSRR, MSRR]. It is very challenging for traditional RAN 

scheduler, since RAN is not aware of the new slice QoE fulfilment (i.e. user experience metrics 

indicating under-performed slice QoE or over-performed slice QoE), and therefore blind to the 

consequence resulting from access layer operations. This is where the proposed analytics-based 

scheme can kick in. 
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3.2.2 Solution to 1st Problem: QoE-driven Slice Configuration Update 

 

Figure 5: QoE driven slice resource configuration update by slice manager 

As mentioned in clause 2.1 and 3.2.1, after slice creation phase, Slice Manager also needs to 

continuously assess the SLA fulfillment for the slice on the run. To this end, NWDAF generated slice 

QoE analytics would be taken into account to derive the long term tendency of SLA 

overfitting/underfitting. The information is then employed by the Slice Manager to update/adjust 

the slice resource configuration. Figure 5 shows an example where Slice Manager issues update of 

GSRR and MSRR to RAN sub-segment and CN resource configuration to slice control plane, 

respectively, based on the SLA fulfillment inference from time to time. This way resource 

management can be significantly improved with user experience analytics in order to reach to a 

favorable equilibrium between the slice service cost and performance.  

Please note that the 3GPP SA2 has agreed the Slice Manager is responsible for Slice SLA evaluation, 

NWDAF provides the slice QoE analytics to the Slice Manager and how Slice Manager update the 

slice resource configuration will be also specified in Rel-16. 

3.2.3 Solution to 2nd Problem: QoE driven RAN Resource Scheduling  

 

Figure 6: Slice QoE driven RAN resource scheduling 
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In this section, we propose to assist RAN scheduling of the new slice radio resource with real-time 

slice QoE intelligence during the slice Run-Time stage. As shown in Figure 5, the new slice QoE 

information consists of the following sources: 

 New Slice QoE Requirement provided by the ASP; 

 Run-Time New Slice QoE calculated by the NWDAF. 

To better understand the nature of the latter, let us take a look at how it is produced. Based on 

the trained SMM in section 3.1, the operator can employ the NWDAF to generate estimated 

service MOS per user and/or per application with OAM and QoS flow data, and then calculate Slice 

QoEs at slice level per network area and/or time window etc. The run-time Slice QoE should be 

carefully calibrated with ASP MOS inputs before it can be used as a reliable projection on service 

quality perceived by slice users.  

Based on the new slice QoE requirement and run-time slice QoE analytics, a control plane network 

function can evaluate the slice QoE fulfilment information i.e. the percentage of new slice QoE 

requirement being satisfied, which in turn can be used to detect if the slice operation is in line with 

stipulated QoE requirement. In case of an underfitting pattern, i.e., slice QoE fulfilment does not 

meet the new slice QoE requirement, or an overfitting pattern, QoE fulfillment exceeds the new 

slice QoE requirement, the control plane network function responsible for QoE analytics would 

warn the Slice Manager the anomaly. The management plane in consequence activates further 

analysis with QoE, SLA and network data, to locate the technology domain(s) causing the issue.   

If the cause domain is diagnosed to be RAN sub-segment, the relevant slice QoE fulfilment 

information would be passed on to RAN scheduler (either via Slice Manager or directly by the 

control plane), for it to adjust RAN resource blocks consumed by the slice accordingly. If an 

overfitting pattern is detected, less RAN resource would be scheduled within the range initially 

configured by GSRR and MSRR, while underfitting pattern leading to more resource allocation. 

Together with corresponding geographic data, RAN resource can even be optimized with fine 

granularities, e.g., within a few cells in the slice serving area, such that slice SLA can be maintained 

consistently across the entire region.  

Please note that any slice admission control mechanism in 5GC, based on NWDAF analytics and 

Slice Manager triggers, will require 3GPP SA2 investigation within Rel-17. 

4 New Business Opportunities for Operator and Tenant 

With the assistance of data analytics and network intelligence, the proposed SLA guarantee 

scheme also unleash new business opportunities for network operators and slice tenants that are 

unattainable with traditional approaches. 

For operators and ASPs, strict slice SLA management allow them to precisely control the service 

quality of individual slices while simultaneously serving a large number of use cases. High efficiency 

in SLA management in turn translates to full slice automation at an affordable cost. Whereby 

operators are able to offer well-controlled 5G connections with customized bandwidth, latency, 

coverage and mobility capabilities to a much wider range of industries and reach out to a much 

greater addressable market.   
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Slice tenants also benefit from slice services with ensured SLA. Interconnection of trillions of 

sensors, robotics, production lines and control centers will become reality with SLA-regulated slice 

fabrics to disrupt daily operation and management of industry users in need of digital 

transformation. Information sharing at an unprecedented scale will be implemented for slice 

tenants to streamline process in workspace and create business value in existing and emerging 

markets.  

Managed service quality and clear SLA stipulation can of course equip slice providers and tenants 

to negotiate slice provisioning contract with balanced price and service levels. For example, slice 

service providers may offer a flexible contract framework with a variety of SLA terms, each 

accompanied by a corresponding service charge. Whereby slice tenants are able to enjoy superior 

quality of service at a premium price range, while choose to fall back to a reasonable good service 

at much lower cost when needed.  

5 Standard and Industry Promotion Strategies  

3GPP is the main standard development organization (SDO) to produce 5G standards, and has 

frozen its first slicing-supporting version, aka Rel-15, in May 2019. SA2 working group in particular 

is responsible for network slice architecture definition, completing in Rel-15 the basic architecture, 

the network functionalities and procedures in support of slice establishment, NF selection and 

admission. SA5 working group addresses slice management & orchestration, and wraps up a set 

of Rel-15 specifications on slice resource models, KPI definitions, management interfaces & 

services and deployment procedures. RAN3 and SA3 working groups have also done their parts to 

support slicing from RAN and safety perspective. 

Rel-15 lays a solid foundation for the first wave of 5G deployment and commercial rollout of vanilla 

network slice services. It is also future-proofing to allow the industry continue to embark on 

advanced 5G features including slice SLA in future releases. With that being said, a concept of 5G 

data engine called NWDAF [3] is introduced in Rel-15. It paves the way for data-driven slice 

management automation and SLA governance, and soon becomes a focal point of ongoing Rel-16 

specifications. 

The main work item (WI) for NWDAF discussion in Rel-16, namely, eNA [4], is initiated as early as 

in March 2018. It delves into the interfaces and functionalities to integrate ASP and network-

generated data analytics with 5G to enable service-oriented SLA optimization. The work has drawn 

great momentum in SA2 since its inception, and successfully inspired a number of related works 

in SA5 and RAN3. In the following, we put forward a few proposals on collaboration of these 

related works to pull off SLA proof for network slices from Rel-16 onwards.   

SA2 may focus on SLA data analytics and control plane innovation areas such as: 

− End-to-end user experience analytics-driven architecture for QoE governance,  

− NWDAF features on data collection & consolidation and service model development, 

− Support for slice QoE generation and dissemination to RAN, CN and slice 

managers/orchestrators, 

− Advanced control plane functionalities to adapt slice policies (including but not limited to 
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user admission, scheduling resource allocation etc.) to guarantee slice QoE. 

SA5 may exploit service data analytics for slice management optimization including :  

− Support for OAM data exchange with NWDAF and slice SLA monitoring,  

− capability of deriving long-term trend of slice SLA fulfilment based on the QoE analytics, and 

adjusting the slice resource configuration accordingly. 

RAN3 may enhance slice resource allocation via:  

− Support for getting QoE analytics from NWDAF,   

− Support for proper isolation of slice resources in RAN, given slice management configuration 

and control plane QoE analytics, to achieve a favorable equilibrium between SLA/QoE 

assurance and RAN resource sharing efficiency. 

It is worth mentioning that interfaces, protocols, and network functions specified by 3GPP and 

other SDOs only provide standard support for data-driven SLA assurance, more joint efforts need 

to be drawn from all stakeholders of 5G slicing ecosystem to make it a reality. It is also unrealistic 

to attempt to achieve one slice SLA governance solution that works for slice applications coming 

from industry segments. Note that service QoE requirements and service MOS models can be 

industry-specific or even user-specific, it is wise to start with individual use cases with strong 

demands for slice SLA assurance. As a result, we propose a phased approach to promote the 

development and adoption of SLA guarantee in slice rollout.  

In the initial phase, basic standard support needs to be in place to introduce relevant 

service/network analytics into the SLA regulation loop and allow slice managers/controllers to 

make informative decisions. Critical use cases relying on SLA assurance for slice services and 

corresponding stakeholders, e.g., verticals/3rd parties, telecom vendors/manufacturers and 

operators, should be identified. Industry initiatives to build close partnership between those 

parties are preferred to collectively determine the proper data analytics and service MOS model, 

work out the SLA governance solution based on the reference architecture discussed, and incubate 

pilots to verify its performance for specific slice applications. To bring it to reality, AN, TN & CN 

sub-segments and management plane of network slice should be enhanced to produce data 

analytics required for SLA governance, and utilize the QoE intelligence in SLA fulfillment. Effective 

measurement tools should also be developed to facilitate SLA assessment. Exploration on these 

aspects help locate gaps leading to advancement in SLA technology and standardization, and grow 

the industry capability for deploying end-to-end network slice with full automation. 

With the success of network slice with SLA assurance in more and more individual industry 

segments, we may be ready to move to a more advanced development phase. Synergies between 

these early initiatives can be analyzed to derive common attributes that help improve the SLA 

reference architecture. Generic methodology for SLA implementation can also be developed to 

guide its application in a much wider range of industries and by a much larger customer base. 

Focus of industry development at this stage should shift from technology/application to slice 

commercialization. To this end, SLA-empowered business model as well as SLA governance 

certification may attract more momentum in industry promotion, to extend slice service rollout 

from isolated cases to multiple industries as a 5G-native service offering.   
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6 Conclusion 

5G network slicing features a plethora of dedicated 5G service offerings to mobile subscribers and 

vertical industries, with customized capabilities such as ultra-high bandwidth, ultra-low latency 

and massive connectivity, etc. SLA, serving as the service provisioning pact between slice providers 

(e.g. operators) and slice users (e.g., industry verticals), will play a pivotal role in 5G slice 

development and commercialization.  

In the paper, authors explain from slice user perspective the pressing demands for slice SLA, and 

analyze the fundamental limitations of 4G QoS in resource reservation, adaptive optimization and 

user service experience engagement that may result in under-performing SLA. Based on these 

observations, a generic data analytics based SLA guarantee architecture is presented to provide a 

holistic solution for slice governance. The proposed scheme characterizes a well-trained service 

MOS model to address slice user QoE requirements, and leverages AI to perform resource analysis 

and optimize end-to-end slice configuration. As a result, desired service quality can be achieved 

for individual slices while allowing operators serve a multitude of slice use cases with shared 5G 

infrastructures.  

SLA assurance is critical to 5G slice adoption by mobile subscribers and industry verticals, and 

unlocking new business opportunities in existing and emerging markets. By performing the first 

ever cross-industry study on slice service assurance combined with data analytics, we intend to 

raise the industry awareness in this area and call for open collaboration in moving 5G slice from 

technology block building to service automation and commercialization. More specifically,  

 Standards in support of SLA assurance need to be in place in 3GPP, to specify related 5G 

network interfaces and protocols to allow convenient data access to/from ASPs, Slice 

Manager and control planes, and converge on the types of data analytics to be exchanged. 

Collaboration of 3GPP with BBF and other SDOs on end-to-end slice data analytics exchange 

may also be needed in the long term.  

 Innovation initiatives in SLA assurance implementation, e.g., PoC, testbeds, should be 

encouraged to verify the technology under consideration and identify critical slice 

management/control requirements for further research/study.   

 Cross-industry cooperation between Telco and industry players should be fostered to 

reinforce and consolidate the proposed SLA governance framework, in developing both 

common methodology for service-guaranteed slice and industry/user-specific slicing service 

MOS structure and modelling. 

 Incubation of new business opportunities and operation models via proper SLA development 

and guarantee to drive slice commercialization.  

7 Glossary 

Acronym Definition 

5QI  5GS QoS Identifier 
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AI Artificial Intelligence 

AN Access Network 

CN Core Network 

ASP Application Service Provider 

IoT Internet of Things 

mMTC Massive Machine Type Communication 

SDN Software-Defined Networking 

SDO Standard Development Organization 

SLA  Service Level Agreement 

SLR Service Level Requirement 

Service MOS Service Mean Opinion Score 

QoS Quality of Service 

QoE Quality of Experience 

BBF Broadband Forum 

NaaS Network as a Service 

NS Network Slice 

TN Transmission Network 

SMM Service MOS Model 

NWDAF Network Data Analytics Function 

KPI Key Performance Indicator 

NSSF Network Slice Selection Function 

OAM Operation, Administration and Maintenance 

GSRR Guaranteed Slice Radio Resource 

MSRR Maximum Slice Radio Resource  

MDT Minimization of Drive Test  

RAN Radio Access Network 

PRB Physical Resource Block 

PoC Proof of Concept 
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